FREEDOM, SHAPED BY
THE PROTEUS DIVE TEAM

Proteus: An undersea manned and unmanned vehicle prototype for the U.S. Navy.

David, Chloe, Josh and Karl are design engineers – and accomplished divers. From concept development to design/build, they play vital roles in taking the Proteus DMUV (dual mode undersea vehicle) out to sea. As submersible pilots and copilots, they are testing and developing the Proteus into an intelligent, autonomous stealth underwater delivery platform that can operate across a range of missions.

As the largest military shipbuilder in America, Huntington Ingalls Industries provides our nation with six classes of military ships, and supports important projects like Proteus. Our 37,000 employees worldwide stand ready, like the Proteus dive team, to help shape America’s freedom in the 21st century.

Above, left to right: Electrical Engineer Josh Hill, Mechanical Engineer Karl Lindman and Ocean Engineers Chloe Mallet and David Farris, Technical Solutions, Panama City Beach, Fla.